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Abstract  
The growing demand for power and increased environmental concerns gave an impetus to the growth 
of clean and renewable energy sources like wind, solar etc. There is a remarkable increase in the 
penetration of wind energy systems in the last decade and this trend is bound to increase at a much 
faster pace in future. Present day wind energy systems mostly comprise of variable speed wind 
generators. A large fraction of present day variable speed wind turbine generators use doubly fed 
induction machine (DFIM). 
This talk will provide an overview of our work on modeling and grid coordination aspects of variable 
speed wind generators. In the first part of this talk, I will highlight the shortcoming of the existing 
steady state equivalent circuit of a DFIM. Subsequently, I will discuss an accurate equivalent circuit of 
a DFIM and present some validation results using dynamic simulations of a standalone DFIM. 
Following this, I will discuss a framework developed to incorporate DFIG in steady state power flow 
analysis. The developed framework takes into consideration important aspects such as voltage 
dependent reactive power limits and mode of reactive power control of associated converters. In the 
final part, I will discuss a trust region framework to coordinate the reactive power output of variable 
speed wind generators with other reactive power controllers in the grid. 
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